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Simple Sous Vide
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! LAST DAYS! ? Your Customers Never Stop to Use this Awesome
Cookbook! Do you want to keep up with innovation and in the meantime cook tasty dishes for
your family like a real chef? DISCOVER Super Simple Sous Vide Recipes! The kitchen is a
constantly evolving sector and one of the most interesting innovations in cooking techniques is
that of low temperature cooking or sous vide cooking. Cookingfood at low temperatures
involves cooking the product at a temperature between 50 and 60 degrees. A low temperature
cooker allows food to be cooked thanks to the recycling of heat, favoring the uniformity of
cooking both inside and outside the product. This process makes the meat juicier and more
tender, avoiding dispersing the juices and nutritional properties of the food. In short, it is true
that cooking at a low temperature requires slow cooking and, consequently, times are
considerably longer, but the result will certainly be better! This book dedicates space to
everything you need to know about this particular type of cooking and answers all the
questions you will ask yourself if you are a beginner, as well as of course containing recipes of:
? Appetizers ? Meat ? Fish and Seafood ? Fruit and Vegetables ? Desserts ? Cocktails What
are you waiting for? Buy it NOW and let your customers get addicted to this amazing book!
"Enjoy easy and most delicious recipes for any budget with this sous vide cookbook. You will
cook better, tastier and faster meals for yourself and your family. Inside this book, you will find
dozens of delicious recipes"--Back cover.
Sous Vide cooking that was primarily used by chefs and restaurants is now being used at
home by day-to-day people. Sous Vide improves the flavor of any meal. Sous Vide removes
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the unnecessary stress from cooking. Normally, the food is cooked in a small-time window,
however, in sous vide, food is perfectly cooked for a longer-time window. Sous Vide helps you
improve your favorite dishes and relish them. This sous vide cookbook will provide you easy to
cook sous vide recipes mentioned so that you can make the sous vide meat and vegetables
recipes at your home without any hassles. You will now have the flexibility to cook sous vide
food at home instead of restaurants. This sous vide cookbook for beginners will first describe
the science behind sous vide and will also encourage you to embrace this new sous vide
cooking style. This amazing sous vide cookbook will also inform you about the benefits of
opting for the sous vide method. So, it's time to surprise your friends and family members with
your newly learnt sous vide skills. You can pick any sous vide recipes from this amazing sous
vide cookbook for beginners. You must be under impression that sous vide is best only to cook
meat like pork and steak. But you will be surprised to know that you can also cook amazing
poultry, seafood recipes as well. The trick is simple; you have to select the right recipes, (this
sous vide cookbook for beginners will do that job), and ingredients and, once you've done that,
you have to cook the ingredients in a sealed bag to create a vacuum over low heat. So, let us
get started with the excellent sous vide cookbook for your best Sous Vide recipes.
This book will completely change your understanding of healthy food! From now on, you will
know that fried food can be useful! You don't have to be a culinary expert to make the best
sous vide recipes. On the contrary, it's pretty simple, hands-off cooking that everyone can
master. At first glance, it may seem difficult for an average cook. Don't be misled by the French
name. The name may sound fancy, but cooking sous vide is easier than you think. Simply
throw all ingredients into a cooking pouch and vacuum seal it; then, set your cooker, submerge
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the pouch in the preheated water bath and sit back. The beauty of this cooking method is that it
allows you to cook several meals simultaneously. It results in all-star dishes that cannot be
achieved by other traditional cooking methods. It couldn't be better, right?! To help you get all
benefits from Sous Vide Cooking we designed this Cookbook where: Collected most valuable
breakfast, poultry, seafood and dessert recipes You will enrich your life with healthy meals
Your cooking level will increase You will cook delicious oil-free meals and lose your weight
Under the cover of this book you'll find: Savory recipes for your family for any occasion Most
delicious Sous Vide Recipes Preparation & cooking time Complete list of ingredients for each
recipe Only simple and tasty recipes which can be applied to any experience level in cooking
Go ahead and grab you valuable copy right away!
55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $22.99 instead of 34.99! Sous Vide Cookbooks Are
Beginning To Pop Up Online and in Bookstores! Here's How You Clients Can Master The
Delicious Art Of This Special Cooking Method! What Is Sous Vide? Is It Only For
Professionals? Are There Any Easy Sous Vide Recipes? The Answer To All Your Questions Is
Here! Presenting "Sous Vide Cookbook" by Sofia Rossi - A Life-Changing Sous Vide Recipe
Cookbook With Many Recipes For Amazing Cooking! Sous vide is a method of cooking food
by vacuum-sealing and immersing it in the water. It is used both by professional and amateur
chefs! By the end of this comprehensive sous vide recipe book, readers will be able to: ? Cook
Quick Sous Vide Recipes With Easy-To-Find Ingredients ? Have Access To Recipes Suitable
Both For Beginners And Professionals ? Avoid Difficult Recipes And Improve Cooking Skills
Sofia Rossi has created a tasty sous vide cook book with numerous simple recipes that will
make customers' life easier and their meals tastier! Are you still wondering? Your clients can't
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wait for it! Don't Hesitate! Scroll Up And Click "Buy Now"!
Why should I cook sous vide? Sous vide cooking utilizes precise temperature control with
circulation to produce results that you can't achieve through any other cooking technique. The
reason-when using traditional methods of cooking, you don't have control over heat and
temperature. Consequently, it's very difficult and time consuming to consistently cook great
food. Food ends up overcooked on the outside, with only a small portion in the center that is
cooked to the temperature you want. Food loses flavor, overcooks easily, and ends up with a
dry, chewy texture. With precise temperature control in the kitchen, sous vide provides the
following benefits: Consistency. Because you cook your food to a precise temperature for a
precise amount of time, you can expect very consistent results. Taste. Food cooks in its juices.
This ensures that the food is moist, juicy and tender. Waste reduction. Traditionally prepared
food dries out and results in waste. For example, on average, traditionally cooked steak loses
up to 40% of its volume due to drying out. Steak cooked via precision cooking, loses none of
its volume. Flexibility. Traditional cooking can require your constant attention. Precision
cooking brings food to an exact temperature and holds it. There is no worry about overcooking.
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 10.79 instead of $ 23.97! LAST DAYS! ? Your
Customers Never Stop to Use this AwesomeCookbook! Do you want to keep up with
innovation and in the meantime cook tasty dishes for your family like a real chef? DISCOVER
Super Simple Sous Vide Recipes! The kitchen is a constantly evolving sector and one of the
most interesting innovations in cooking techniques is that of low temperature cooking or sous
vide cooking. Cookingfood at low temperatures involves cooking the product at a temperature
between 50 and 60 degrees. A low temperature cooker allows food to be cooked thanks tothe
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recycling of heat, favoring the uniformity of cooking both inside and outside the product. This
process makes the meat juicier and more tender, avoiding dispersing the juices and nutritional
properties of the food. In short, it is true that cooking at a low temperature requires slow
cooking and, consequently, times are considerably longer, but the result will certainly be better!
This book dedicates space to everything you need to know about this particular type of cooking
and answers all the questions you will ask yourself if you are a beginner, as well as of course
containing recipes of: ? Appetizers ? Meat ? Fish and Seafood ? Fruit and Vegetables ?
Desserts ? Cocktails What are you waiting for? Buy it NOW and let your customers get
addicted to this amazing book!

Sous Vide cooking which was used by restaurants and chefs for decades is now
being used by people at home to improve their favorite meals. Sous Vide
removes the unnecessary stress from cooking. Food is perfectly cooked only
during a small-time window. However, in sous vide, food is perfectly cooked for a
longer-time window. Having a sous vide cooker at home lets you improve your
favorite dishes and relish them. By reading this book and following the recipes,
you can make the meat and vegetables at your home without any hassles. You
may feel it easy to eat sous vide food at restaurants but it is better when you
enjoy preparing it yourself. Isn't it? I must thank you all for reading this book. I
hope that you enjoy this book. This book is sure to bring all your tasty fantasies
about your groceries back to life by bringing you awesome recipes you can
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quickly follow. Making the best Sous Vide dishes is not that hard if you only read
this book.
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 16.64 instead of $ 36.97! LAST DAYS! ?
Your Customers Never Stop to Use this Awesome Cookbook! Do you want to
keep up with innovation and in the meantime cook tasty dishes for your family
like a real chef? DISCOVER "Sous Vide Made Simple"! The kitchen is a
constantly evolving sector and one of the most interesting innovations in cooking
techniques is that of low temperature cooking or sous vide cooking. Cooking food
at low temperatures involves cooking the product at a temperature between 50
and 60 degrees. A low temperature cooker allows food to be cooked thanks to
the recycling of heat, favoring the uniformity of cooking both inside and outside
the product. This process makes the meat juicier and more tender, avoiding
dispersing the juices and nutritional properties of the food. In short, it is true that
cooking at a low temperature requires slow cooking and, consequently, times are
considerably longer, but the result will certainly be better! This book dedicates
space to everything you need to know about this particular type of cooking and
answers all the questions you will ask yourself if you are a beginner, as well as of
course containing recipes of: Pork, Beef and Poultry Sauces, Stocks and Broths
Desserts and many more Breakfast, Eggs, Cocktails and Infusions Appetizers
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and Snacks Vegetarian and Vegan Sous Vide Recipes What are you waiting for?
Buy it NOW and let your customers get addicted to this amazing book!
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 10.79 instead of $ 23.97! LAST DAYS! ?
Your Customers Never Stop to Use this Awesome Cookbook! Do you want to
keep up with innovation and in the meantime cook tasty dishes for your family
like a real chef? DISCOVER Super Simple Sous Vide Recipes! The kitchen is a
constantly evolving sector and one of the most interesting innovations in cooking
techniques is that of low temperature cooking or sous vide cooking. Cooking food
at low temperatures involves cooking the product at a temperature between 50
and 60 degrees. A low temperature cooker allows food to be cooked thanks to
the recycling of heat, favoring the uniformity of cooking both inside and outside
the product. This process makes the meat juicier and more tender, avoiding
dispersing the juices and nutritional properties of the food. In short, it is true that
cooking at a low temperature requires slow cooking and, consequently, times are
considerably longer, but the result will certainly be better! This book dedicates
space to everything you need to know about this particular type of cooking and
answers all the questions you will ask yourself if you are a beginner, as well as of
course containing recipes of: ? Appetizers ? Meat ? Fish and Seafood ? Fruit and
Vegetables ? Desserts ? Cocktails What are you waiting for? Buy it NOW and let
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your customers get addicted to this amazing book!
Do you want to get the most out of your sous vide machine? Are you looking to
consistently prepare great food with a minimal amount of effort? If you nodded
your head "Yes" then this book was written for you! Sous vide has two huge
advantages for both the novice and experienced cook. Most importantly it will
allow you to significantly increase the quality and consistency of the dishes you
create on a daily basis. And for those of you whose lives are harried, the sous
vide technique also allows you to create remarkable meals while working around
your hectic schedule. Amazing Food Made Easy: Sous Vide is the best selling fullcolor version of Modernist Cooking Made Easy: Sous Vide and is the
authoritative guide to low temperature precision cooking and it will help make
sous vide a part of your everyday cooking arsenal. Sous vide is a simple an
extremely effective way to cook. This book covers every step of the sous vide
process, from seasoning, sealing, and temperature control to how to determine
the times and temperatures needed to turn out great food. There are also
extensive write ups for the main types of food including steak and red meat, pork,
fish and shellfish, eggs, fruits and vegetables, and much more. What You Get In
This Book - The bulk of this book is the more than 85 recipes it contains.
Designed so you can skim the recipes, looking for something that inspires you, or
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turn to a specific recipe to learn all about how to cook the cut of meat it features. A detailed look at the entire sous vide process, including pre-sous vide
preparation, sous vide sealing, temperature control, determining time and
temperatures, and finishing sous vided foods. - More than 85 recipes providing a
wide variety of dishes across many cuts of meat and types of vegetables. They
include: - Beef, Lamb, and Other Red Meat - Pork - Sausage and Ground Meats Chicken, Turkey, Duck, and Poultry - Eggs - Fish and Shellfish - Fruits and
Vegetables - Infusions of Alcohol, Oil, and Vinegar - Sweet and Sours such as
yogurt, creme brulee, and dulce de leche - An introduction to the equipment you
will need for cooking sous vide. From a simple no-cost method that will allow you
to give sous vide cooking a try, to a low-cost setup that will meet all of your sous
vide cooking needs. - A comprehensive sous vide time and temperature chart, as
well as cooking-by-thickness times. - More than 35 "Modernist Notes" with
suggestions for using modernist ingredients and techniques to turn everyday
meals into upscale and elegant dishes. If you want to use sous vide to prepare
amazing food simply and easily then this is the book for you!
Do you struggle with tasteless and rubber-like meals, even after long-day in the
kitchen? Are you looking for simple, yet efforless Sous Vide cooking? This
Cookbook is Perfect For You! A modern technique that will transform your
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kitchen into a home restaurant, and make you a chef overnight! This Sous Vide
recipes cookbook will give you all the information about how to get the most out
of your Sous Vide precision cooker. This Sous Vide cookbook contains the
following categories: Breakfast Seafood Vegetarian and Vegan Sous Vide
Recipes Meat Snacks Desserts and infusion and many more This complete Sous
Vide Cookbook will take care of your cooking doubts once and for all. It will guide
you in the best possible way to use your Sous Vide precision cooker in a way you
never thought possible. Don't Wait Anymore, get your copy now!
Get Your Copy for Just ?$?4?6?.?9?9? $35,95! Are you a bookstore? Get 55%
off on this already discounted price! Does the idea of creating mouthwatering
dishes for your friends and family appeal to You? Your Customers Will be
Amazed! This is a must-have sous vide cookbook for any at-home or
professional chef. Inside, you'll discover just how easy it is to make delectable
meals in a flash. This cookbook will be your go-to book when you're preparing for
large dinner parties or intimate dinners or any weeknight meal. So what is sous
vide cooking? It comes down to temperature. Sous vide cooking uses very
precise temperatures to cook your food to perfect consistency, every time. The
food is placed in a sealed bag and cooked in a water bath. Sounds complicated?
It really isn't! If you choose the right sous vide cooking machine, the process
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becomes even more simple than everyday cooking techniques! Written for every
cook from novice to expert, you're sure to discover your new favorite dish. This
cookbook contains something for everyone like: - Easy snack recipes - Delicious
sauces - Fresh and mouthwatering Sous Vide salad recipes - Light and healthy
sous vide pickle recipes - Sous Vide beverage recipes - And something for every
palate! You'll also find easy-to-read temperature graphs to ensure every dish is
made to perfection. These recipes will amaze your friends and family, and the
best part is, no one has to know how simple they were to make! BUY THIS
AMAZING COOKBOOK NOW AND LET YOU CUSTOMERS DISCOVER HOW
TO COOK LIKE A PRO CHEF!
Are You Interested In Learning How To Become A Sous Vide Cooking Master?
Using this Sous Vide Cookbook, you can utilize these practical and simple
recipes that help you to produce the best possible quality meals for an everyday
diet. However, while this Sous Vide Cookbook provides recipes for great tasting
meals, it can definitely be a little challenging if you are the type of person who
loves to switch things up in the kitchen on a daily basis. That is where this Sous
Vide Cookbook will come in handy. This Sous Vide Cookbook will include 120
healthy and delicious recipes, along with basic useful practices, and more recent
sous vide cooking techniques, will give your kitchen a three hundred and sixtyPage 11/29
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degree transformation. In this book Sous Vide Cookbook, you will get: • A
breakdown of Sous Vide Cooking • An explanation, and guide to the Sous Vide
lifestyle and equipment • 120 delicious Sous Vide recipes with easy instructions
and a nutritional breakdown of the number of calories, fat, protein, and carbs that
they will add to your diet. • And so much more! • Safety recommendations when
practicing Sous Vide cooking • Common cooking temperatures when cooking
with a Sous Vide Cooker • The diverse types of Sous Vide Equipment and
methods of use • Useful tips to help if you are a beginner to the Sous Vide world
• How to keep food at safe temperatures while cooking • And so much more! If
you have just started to explore the world of Sous Vide cooking or maybe, you
are simply seeking new enticing Sous Vide recipes, then, this Sous Vide
cookbook will give you the solutions to your problems. Grab a copy today and
let's bring life to your new Sous Vide experience.
The process improvement never stops to surprise us with the new machines. This time
it has not omitted the culinary. And that helps us to better cooking process, to make it
easier and time-saving. We are ready to present our readers the Sous vide cookbook.
The best ever cookbook, that is able to teach you how to make the juicy dishes, always
fresh and delicious. You still don't know what is the Sous vide?! No doubts! You need
this amazing and full of ideas cookbook. With its help, you will know what is the sous
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vide, what do you need to cook with this masterpiece and how wonderful it actually is.
Do you know why those are called easy sous vide recipes? You can control the cooking
even via your phone. So, hurry up to own at list one cookbook, that will definitely
change your perception of food. Choose the best sous vide recipes among the variety
of Basics and sauces, Poultry, Meat, Vegetables, Desserts. Be the first in your family
who live up to the date. Sous vide recipes are waiting for you!
In Sous Vide Cooking Made Simple, Anova sous vide recipe developer, Christina Wylie,
presents 70+ recipes for perfectly cooked meals and desserts using this revolutionary
cooking device.
Sous Vide cooking which was used by restaurants and chefs from decades is now
being used by people at home. Sous Vide helps to improve their favorite meals. Sous
Vide removes the unnecessary stress from cooking. Food is perfectly cooked only
during a small-time window. However, in sous vide, food is perfectly cooked for a longertime window. Having a sous vide cooker at home lets you improve your favorite dishes
and relish them. By reading this book and following the recipes, you can make the meat
and vegetables at your home without any hassles. You may feel it easy to eat sous vide
food at restaurants but it is better when you enjoy preparing it yourself. Isn't it? I must
thank you all for downloading and believing in this book. I hope that you enjoy this
book. This book is sure to bring all your tasty fantasies about your groceries back to life
by bringing you awesome recipes you can quickly follow. Making the best Sous Vide
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dishes is not that hard if you only read this book.
Although sous vide cooking is not as "sexy" as some of the other modernist techniques
it has two huge advantages for both the novice and experienced cook. Most importantly
it will allow you to significantly increase the quality and consistency of the dishes you
create on a daily basis. And for those of you whose lives are harried, the sous vide
technique also allows you to create remarkable meals while working around your hectic
schedule.Sous vide is a simple and extremely effective way to cook. This book covers
every step of the sous vide process, from seasoning, sealing, and temperature control
to how to determine the times and temperatures needed to turn out great food. There
are also extensive write ups for the main types of food including steak and red meat,
pork, fish and shellfish, eggs, fruits and vegetables, and more. After reading this book
you will be able to consistently prepare great food with a minimal amount of effort.The
bulk of this book is the more than 85 recipes it contains. You can skim the recipes
looking for something that inspires you, or turn to a specific recipe to learn all about
how to cook the cut of meat it features.
A follow-up to the successful Sous Vide at Home, with 65 recipes for easy weeknight
meals using this popular cooking technique to greatest effect. Sous Vide Made Simple
couples the home sous vide machine with a do-ahead approach to help you streamline
your cooking. The book centers around foolproof master recipes for flawless meat,
poultry, fish, and vegetables that can be made quickly and easily (and in advance!) with
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your home immersion circulator, and then 50 spin-off recipes for turning these into
crowd-pleasing full meals. Nearly all of the recipes can be prepped in advance, and
then finished using a conventional cooking method, and on the table in under an hour.
Unlike other sous vide cookbooks, Sous Vide Made Simple isn't just meat and
potatoes, instead, it's packed with vegetables, lighter fare, and globally inspired food,
like Grilled Fish Tacos with Mango Salsa, Cauliflower Steaks with Almonds and
Kalamata Yogurt Sauce, Carnitas Tacos with Salsa Verde, and Eggplant
Shakshuka—as well as improved classics like Beef Bourguignon Pot Roast and Grilled
Pork Chops with Apple Chutney—and every recipe is accompanied by a beautiful
photograph. Partly a how-to manual and partly a cookbook, Sous Video Made Simple
gives the home cook, sous vide novice and old pro alike, all the information and
encouragement to incorporate sous vide technology into a delicious everyday cooking
repertoire.
The Ultimate Sous Vide Cookbook - Discover the Beauty and Perfection of Sous Vide
Cooking! Do you want to learn the best-kept secrets of high-end restaurants? Have you
heard about Sous Vide cooking but are not sure how to do it? DON'T WORRY! THIS
BOOK REVEALS IT ALL! FINALLY, YOU CAN COOK YOUR FOOD LIKE A PRO
CHEF! Sous vide is a cooking technique that used to be reserved only for pros. Today,
with sous vide cooking machines becoming available to everyone, you too can make
fabulous sous vide recipes. So what is sous vide cooking? It comes down to
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temperature. Sous vide cooking uses very precise temperatures to cook your food to
perfect consistency, every time. The food is placed in a sealed bag and cooked in a
water bath. Sounds complicated? It really isn't! If you choose the right sous vide
cooking machine, the process becomes even more simple than everyday cooking
techniques! In this cookbook, you will learn: What is Sous vide and how it works What
do you need to start cooking Sous vide How to choose the best temperatures Recipes
for meat, veggies, and seafood Ways to prepare sauces and infusions Tips for the best
desserts you can imagine AND A SPECIAL BONUS - WAGYU SOUS VIDE RECIPES!
Sounds a bit overwhelming? Once you learn the basics and get the machine, you will
see that Sous vide cooking is actually super easy. And forget easy, it's super delicious,
every time. Now you can really impress your friends! Don't forget the bonus section,
with the history of Wagyu breed and some amazing Sous vide recipes for Wagyu. This
will be the best steak you ever tried. And the best part? Homemade! Ready to cook like
a pro? Get Your Copy Today!
Are you intrigued by Sous Vide cooking but intimidated by the process?Did you receive
an immersion circulator for the holidays but are afraid to open the box? Well here is
your worry-free introduction to making healthy and delicious sous vide meals. Simple
Sous Vide Recipe Book is the guide you need to jump-start your mastery of sous vide
techniques and wow your friends and family with your gourmet chef skills! Inside you
will find all the tips and tricks you need to help you prep and cook perfect sous vide
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dishes every time: A description of sous vide cooking and its origins Step-by-step
cooking instructions for fail-safe sous vide meals Essential sous vide tools Sous vide
safety tips Delicious and simple sous vide recipes And much more! You will be thrilled
at how easy and rewarding sous vide cooking can be. Read this book now and get
started on your tasty and healthy journey to sous vide mastery! In the Complete Sous
Vide Recipe Cookbook, we have collected all the most relevant tips and the best sous
vide recipes to make sure that your sous vide at home experience is truly perfect: HOW
TO GET STARTED WITH SOUS VIDE COOKING FOR EVERYBODY? You will find
useful tips, the best foods, and clear instructions for cooking sous vide at home. EAT
DELICIOUS RESTAURANT-QUALITY MEALS AT HOME. You will find original, easy-tofollow recipes for sous vide better home cooking. WHAT CAN I COOK WITH SOUS
VIDE? Try cooking eggs, pork, lamb, fish, vegetables, and desserts using your sous
vide immersion cooker. BE PREPARED TO SEE SOUS VIDE RECIPES THAT WILL
MAKE YOU DROOL. Mouth-watering photos, clear and simple instructions, and
nutritional information are provided. HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO COOK? Each
sous vide recipe furnishes preparation and cooking time. USEFUL SOUS VIDE
EQUIPMENT HELPS MAKE YOUR COOKING EASIER. For your convenience, we
have included information about kitchen tools for the perfect sous vide cooking.
INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT SOUS VIDE FOR EVERYBODY. At the beginning of
the sous vide recipe book, you are provided with incredible facts and advantages of
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sous vide cooking techniques. FIND ANY SOUS VIDE RECIPE EASILY. You can find
any sous vide recipe in the Table of Contents by the main ingredients or in the Recipe
Index alphabetically. Pay attention to 2 options of the paperback and hardback (See all
formats and editions): black-white interior color interior

Simple Sous Vide200 Modern Recipes Made EasyCastle Point Books
55% off for Bookstores! Now at 32.95$ instead of 42.95$!!! Do you struggle to get
the same results in your kitchen as the chefs you watch on TV? Are you looking
for new ideas for fresh and tasty summer recipes? Then, "Sous Vide Summer
Recipes" is the book you are looking for! Sous Vide is a French culinary
technique that allows you to cook food at a precise temperature in a water bath.
Your food will turn out perfectly every time, without ever burning or overcooking.
This technique is perfect for cooking every cut of meat or fish; from the most
tender to some tough cuts, the result will always be amazing. Sous Vide is also
great to cook vegetables at a precise temperature, preventing them from getting
mushy and losing their taste, or it can be used to prepare amazing desserts! In
this book, you will find the concentrate of more than 30 years of experience.
Sophia Marchesi will guide you on a culinary journey around the world with a
selection of her favorite summer recipes. Anyone can use sous vide to prepare
incredible healthy recipes! It's easy to use and requires no special skills. Sous
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vide is also a much faster and reliable way to prepare your food than traditional
methods. You'll be able to create more dishes in less time and effort. Ready to
get started?
The truth is: Sous vide is an unconventional cooking technique in which chefs
vacuum-seal food in a bag and then cook it at an exact temperature in a water
bath. Sous vide is a technique which provides astonishingly positive results. This
technique is highly efficient in pushing out restaurant-quality food. While earlier, it
was limited within the capability of pros and master chefs, today a lot of people
are adopting this method of cooking for their daily routine. Quality and highcharging restaurants use this technique to deliver a consistent quality of food.
The transition of the popularity of sous vide from high-end restaurants to home
kitchens took place recently. That happened because affordable, and easily
accessible sous vide precision cooking equipment are not available in the
market. Even though sous vide cooking might look difficult externally, it involves
an extremely straightforward process. Attach your precision cooker to a vessel
filled with water. Set the time and temperature according to your needs. Transfer
the contents of your food in a sealable bag and clip it on the side of the vessel.
Finish the process by searing, or grilling the food to give it a restaurant-quality
touch. Sous vide cooking technique utilizes key factors of cooking such as
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temperature to produce results that other methods cannot provide. That is
because traditional methods of cooking don't give you any direct control over
heat and cold. That restricts the ability of the chef to provide high-end, consistent
restaurant-quality dishes. There is also the factor of waste reduction, which is
one of the advantages of sous vide cooking. If you prepare food using traditional
cooking style, it might dry out over time and result in waste. That is not the case
for sous vide cooking, in which the food does not lose any of its volumes. One of
the most cumbersome elements of cooking is the amount of effort you need to
put in at every meal. Precision cooking brings the food you are cooking to a
particular temperature and holds it there. You would not need to worry about
overcooking. DOWNLOAD: The Secrets of Sous Vide, a cookbook for beginners
full of natural and tasty recipes to make with a step-by-step explanation along
with a 30-day meal plan. The sous vide style of precision cooking has several
advantages as compared to its traditional counterpart. The most significant
benefit is, of course, the large amount of control the cook has overheat and
temperature. With the help of this cooking technique, cooks have the ability and
power to fix and apply exact temperatures while cooking. That also allows for
better yield and moisture retention. Because the food cooks at a lower
temperature, the protein prepares without the shrinkage of the fibre. Sous vide is
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an excellent cooking technique. But it is relatively new. If you want to use it to
your advantage, you need an experienced guide and great recipes. The goal of
the e-Book is simple: It provides an excellent insight into precision cooking and
includes mouth-watering recipes. You will also learn: The science behind the
technique Benefits of sous vide cooking Sous vide equipment Cooking time and
temperature Would you like to know more? Download the e-Book, The Secrets of
Sous Vide to know about the advantages of sous vide cooking technique and
recipes. Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy now button.
The sous vide technique has been the secret of great chefs around the world for
decades. Providing foolproof results, the method involves cooking vacuumsealed pouches in a water bath at a precisiely-controlled temperature. This
retains the juices and aromas lost by traditional cooking as well as retaining all
the nutrients. Now sous vide machines are affordable for all and this cookbook
contains 80 day-to-day delicious recipes you can cook at home. Covering a full
range of cuisines and courses, this cookbook showcases the full range of
benefits the machine has to offer. SousVide Supreme is the leading affordable
water oven around the world, but whatever home model you've bought, this
cookbook will be indispensable.
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 10.79 instead of $ 23.97! LAST DAYS! ?
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Your Customers Never Stop to Use this AwesomeCookbook! Do you want to
keep up with innovation and in the meantime cook tasty dishes for your family
like a real chef? DISCOVER Easy Sous Vide Cookbook! The kitchen is a
constantly evolving sector and one of the most interesting innovations in cooking
techniques is that of low temperature cooking or sous vide cooking. Cookingfood
at low temperatures involves cooking the product at a temperature between 50
and 60 degrees. A low temperature cooker allows food to be cooked thanks tothe
recycling of heat, favoring the uniformity of cooking both inside and outside the
product. This process makes the meat juicier and more tender, avoiding
dispersing the juices and nutritional properties of the food. In short, it is true that
cooking at a low temperature requires slow cooking and, consequently, times are
considerably longer, but the result will certainly be better! This book dedicates
space to everything you need to know about this particular type of cooking and
answers all the questions you will ask yourself if you are a beginner, as well as of
course containing recipes of: ? Appetizers ? Meat ? Fish and Seafood ? Fruit and
Vegetables ? Desserts ? Cocktails What are you waiting for? Buy it NOW and let
your customers get addicted to this amazing book!
Start cooking simple and delicious sous vide meals at Home This book will
completely change your understanding of healthy food! From now on, you will
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know that fried food can be useful! You don't have to be a culinary expert to
make the best sous vide recipes. On the contrary, it's pretty simple, hands-off
cooking that everyone can master. At first glance, it may seem difficult for an
average cook. Don't be misled by the French name. The name may sound fancy,
but cooking sous vide is easier than you think. Simply throw all ingredients into a
cooking pouch and vacuum seal it; then, set your cooker, submerge the pouch in
the preheated water bath and sit back. The beauty of this cooking method is that
it allows you to cook several meals simultaneously. It results in all-star dishes
that cannot be achieved by other traditional cooking methods. It couldn't be
better, right?! To help you get all benefits from Sous Vide Cooking we designed
this Cookbook where: Collected most valuable breakfast, poultry, seafood and
dessert recipes You will enrich your life with healthy meals Your cooking level will
increase You will cook delicious oil-free meals and lose your weight Under the
cover of this book you'll find: Savory recipes for your family for any occasion Most
delicious Sous Vide Recipes Preparation & cooking time Complete list of
ingredients for each recipe Only simple and tasty recipes which can be applied to
any experience level in cooking Go ahead and grab you valuable copy right
away!
Start cooking simple and delicious sous vide meals at Home This book will
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completely change your understanding of healthy food! From now on, you will
know that fried food can be healthy and diet friendly! You don't have to be a
culinary expert to make the best sous vide recipes. On the contrary, it's pretty
simple, hands-off cooking that everyone can master. At first glance, it may seem
difficult for an average cook. Don't be misled by the French name. The name may
sound fancy, but cooking sous vide is easier than you think. Simply throw all
ingredients into a cooking pouch and vacuum seal it; then, set your cooker,
submerge the pouch in the preheated water bath and sit back. The beauty of this
cooking method is that it allows you to cook several meals simultaneously. It
results in all-star dishes that cannot be achieved by other traditional cooking
methods. It couldn't be better, right?! To help you get all benefits from Sous Vide
Cooking we designed this Cookbook where: Collected most valuable breakfast,
poultry, seafood and dessert recipes You will enrich your life with healthy meals
Your cooking level will increase You will cook delicious oil-free meals and lose
your weight Under the cover of this book you'll find: Savory recipes for your family
for any occasion Most delicious Sous Vide Recipes Preparation & cooking time
Complete list of ingredients for each recipe Only simple and tasty recipes which
can be applied to any experience level in cooking Go ahead and grab you
valuable copy right away!
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Sous Vide for Everybody is an approachable cookbook that demystifies sous vide
cooking and demonstrates how it can make your life easier, while also giving you
the tools to try exciting new dishes. Originally from the French for "under
vacuum" because it often involves sealing food in plastic, sous vide allows you to
cook food gently in an automatic water bath to the perfect temperature. That may
sound intimidating, but the technique has trickled down from experimental finedining restaurant kitchens to the home kitchen precisely because it's an easy,
convenient, and hands-off way to cook. Sous vide not only makes traditional
cooking easier and more foolproof, it often can help to make food taste better,
taking away all the guesswork and giving you back some free time. In this
cookbook, you will find recipes that teach you how to cook sous vide, starting
with basics like the perfect steak or soft-cooked egg. You will also find recipes
that expand your knowledge and creativity in the kitchen using sous vide, from a
holiday-worthy chuck roast that tastes like a prime rib at a fraction of the cost to
eggs Benedict to fruit-on-the-bottom yogurt cups.
We are all looking for a method of cooking that is safe and healthy. There are
many different methods out there but few as safe and classy as a method of
cooking called "Sous vide". What is "Sous vide" you might ask. "Sous vide" is a
French term which translates to "under vacuum." This term refers to the use of
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vacuum sealing food usually a plastic pouch before cooking it using a warm
water bath or steam bath. Sous vide cooking is a long cooking process, and it
takes longer than the average cooking time to cook sous vide meal completely.
But benefits such as Enhanced Flavor, Healthier Food, Less Ingredient
Degradation, and more ensures this method has much more advantages than
disadvantages. In this book, we are going to go through how different recipes can
be prepared using the Sous vide method of cooking. The recipes to be looked at
include Breakfast, Lunch, and Soup and Stew recipes. Also, sauces, condiments,
and desserts will be discussed. The ingredients to use and directions to follow on
how to prepare each meal has been carefully researched, practiced numerous
times, and then brought to you in easy to follow steps so that the meals you
make are of the best quality and will be enjoyed by you and your loved ones.
The Sadistically Delicious Series, Sous Vide Cookbook: 101 Modern yet Simple
Techniques for Rich, Healthy and Delicious Sous Vide Home Cooking is the
quintessential guide to Sous Vide cooking and is an essential buy for anyone
who loves rich and healthy home cooked meals. The Sous Vide is a must have
kitchen gadget for the modern kitchen owner and this book was designed to
cover all aspects of Sous Vide cooking. The recipes within this book range from
vegetable healthy options to all out flavourful masterpieces, all of which are
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designed to get the most out of your Sous Vide. Each recipe is in effect a step by
step guide, all of which observe an easy to follow format: An Ingredients list Easy
to follow preparation Method Cooking directions Serving suggestions The magic
of Sous Vide cooking is that it allows you to cook gourmet quality, healthy meals
that taste terrific and are easy to prepare. Sous Vide Cookbook: 101 Modern yet
Simple Techniques for Rich, Healthy and Delicious Sous Vide Home Cooking is
the ideal recipe book for those on the go with little time to spare. The recipes
within this book cover dishes from around the world, all of which are family
friendly, easy to execute and cost effective. Please enjoy!
55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $33.99 instead of $ 50! Sous Vide Cookbooks
Are Beginning To Pop Up Online and in Bookstores! Here's How You Clients Can
Master The Delicious Art Of This Special Cooking Method! What Is Sous Vide? Is
It Only For Professionals? Are There Any Easy Sous Vide Recipes? The Answer
To All Your Questions Is Here! Presenting "Sous Vide Cookbook" by Sofia Rossi
- A Life-Changing Sous Vide Recipe Cookbook With Many Recipes For Amazing
Cooking! Sous vide is a method of cooking food by vacuum-sealing and
immersing it in the water. It is used both by professional and amateur chefs! By
the end of this comprehensive sous vide recipe book, readers will be able to: ?
Cook Quick Sous Vide Recipes With Easy-To-Find Ingredients ? Have Access To
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Recipes Suitable Both For Beginners And Professionals ? Avoid Difficult Recipes
And Improve Cooking Skills Sofia Rossi has created a tasty sous vide cook book
with numerous simple recipes that will make customers' life easier and their
meals tastier! Are you still wondering? Your clients can't wait for it! Don't
Hesitate! Scroll Up And Click "Buy Now"!
Are you still choosing between healthy and tasty food? Here is solution for you
You shouldn’t have to go out to expensive restaurants just to eat perfectly
cooked food. Whether you’re a sous vide enthusiast seeking to add new recipes
to your repertoire, or just getting into the technique, this book will show you how
easy it is to make restaurant quality food in your very own home. Sous Vide
attracts people all over the world. This method can cook the wide variety of the
meals; especially this thing makes the technology in-demand nowadays. The
restaurant method of cooking attracts not only chefs but a housewife and just
food lovers. Contents of the book: Chapter 1 - Introduction Of The Sous Vide
Chapter 2 - Sous Vide V/S Conventional Cooking Technique Chapter 3 - How
Does The Sous Vide Technique Improve Presentation? Chapter 4 - How To
Properly Cook Using The Sous Vide Technique? Chapter 5 - The First Rule Of
Sous Vide Is Safety Chapter 6 - Some Additional Specific Tips To Safe Sous
Vide Recipes Inside this cookbook you'll find only the best SousVide recipes for:
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Breakfast Meat Poultry Seafood Sides Desserts If you want to use sous vide to
prepare amazing food simply and easily then this is the book for you!
Are you serious about the food you cook at home? Do you enjoy preparing
sumptuous meals for friends and family? Sous Vide is a style of cooking which
has been the preserve of professional chefs for many years, but now you can
learn their secrets to food preparation and bring a new proficiency to the dishes
you serve.
Easy no-fuss recipes to make delicious sous vide dishes at home Sous vide is
the hottest new kitchen technique, with immersion circulators selling for as little
as $65 at Home Depot. Once the exclusive domain of high-end chefs, sous vide
is now accessible to any home cook with a desire for perfectly cooked,
scientifically calibrated cuisine. Most of the sous vide books on the cookbook
shelf are very high-end, with complicated recipes using obscure ingredients.
Simple Sous Vide offers 200 recipes for meals home cooks will actually want to
make, like BBQ-Style Pulled Pork, Garlic-Herb Strip Steak, and Glazed Rainbow
Carrots, using common ingredients found in any supermarket.
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